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I.

What is a Trademark?
A.

An indicationof origin of goodsor services,qualify
valuablegoodwill.
assurance,
A trademark is a form of intellectual property that serves as an
indication to the consumerof the origin of goods or services. Goods or
services sold under the same trademark are assumedto come from the
same source - a source the consumeris familiar with, even if not known
by name. A trademark is an indication that the consumer can expect a
certain level of consistent quality, whether ltrgh (e.g., TIFFANY for
jewelry) or not so high (e.9., FADED GLORY for clothing).
A trademark's value lies in the goodwill inherent in the trademark. A
mark is valuableif consumerspurchasethe goodsor servicessold under it
becauseof the trademark.
The term "service mark" (note that it is two words) means a mark used
for services as opposed to goods. The term "trademark" can be used in
two senses,depending on the context. Trademark can be an inclusory
term for both servicemarks and marks for goods. Or it can be a term used
specifically for marks for tangible products.
In the United States and common law countries, legal rights in
trademarkscome from use of the mark in commerce. Federal registration
of trademarksis beneficial and desirablefor reasonsdiscussedbelow, but
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registration is not a prerequisite to being able to assert or enforce legal
rights in a trademark that one has actually used. (This is in contrast to a
copyright, which must be registeredbefore it can be enforced.) [n some
jurisdictions, not the United States,trademark rights come from being the
first to register. Use is not required.

B . A trademarkcanbe a word or phrase,design(logo), sound,
color, smell, three-dimensional.
Many things can serve as trademarks. The most usual are words that
identify the brand of the goods or services. However a slogan - a phrase
used in connection with advertising or promoting the goods, for example
THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES for cola - can also be protected as a
trademark. Designsor logos associatedwith goodsor servicescan alsobe
trademarks,whether or not they contain any literal elements. However,
purely ornamental design elements can only rarely Serve aS trademarks.
Sounds can serve as trademarks, for example the three-note chime for
NBC.

Smells, fragrances or odors can also, in some circumstancesbe

trademarks,and can even be registeredin the United States. Trademarks
can also be three-dimensionalor have moving elements.
A color alone can ServeaSa trademark, although examples are rare. It
can only occul where the color of the good, itself, indicatesthe origin of
the good to the consumer. An example might be the drug NEXIIIM,
'þurple pill" for heart bum.
which has been heavily promoted as the

C . Trade dress
Trade dress refers to the distinctive appearaîce of a product and its
packaging, other than trademarks used for the product'

Color

combinations, ornamental packaging designs or container shapes, for
example, can be protectable elements of trade dress. It is important to
note, however, that elements that are functional cannot Serve aS
protectable trade dress. An element is functional if it makes the product
better or more useful in some way than a similar product without that
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element. Thus, if competitors need to use a particular element to make a
product that performs comparably, that element cannot be protected as
trade dress.
Trade dress can also be associatedwith services. For example, in Two
Pesos,Inc v. Taco Cabana,Lnc.,505U.S. 763,768 (1992),the Supreme
Court held that the distinctive look of a company's chain of Mexican
restaurantscould be protected as trade dress so that another company
could not copy that look for its restaurants.

D . Trademarksarenot the sameas tradenamesor company
names
The name of a businessentity or a trade name oÍ "dJbla" under which a
compariy does business is not a trademark and is not protectable as a
trademark even where the company's trademark appears as part of the
company name. For example, Acme Widget, lnc. is a company name,
Acme Widget may be a trade name that company uses, but ACME is the
company'strademarkfor widgets.
To have rights in a trademark,a businessmust make "trademark" use of
the trademark. This means use in some distinctive manner so that the
mark stands out in some fashion as the "brand name" of the good or
service sold under the mark. Thus, a tag simply stating, "This mattressis
a product of the Nightingale Mattress Company'' would not constitute
'\lightingale."
However, a tag stating, "This is a
trademark use of
NûêHTTNêALE

mattress from the Nightingale Mattress Company"

does make trademark use of "Nightingale." Different size, different type
style or something else that makes the trademark stand out as different or
distinctive are the hallmarks of trademark use. It is important to make
sure that your clients do make bonafide trademark use of trademarksthat
they want to protect. This is particularly important for service businesses
thatmay not be thinking in terms of branding or brand identity.
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E.

A trademarkis not a copyight or a patent
Each of the three major species of intellectual property - patents,
copyrights and trademarks- have distinctive attributes and play different
roles. Clients often do not appreciatethese differences and do not know
what type of protection they need or could obtain. Thus, a client who
says, "I want to patent this" may really need trademark or copyright
protection.
A patent gives the owner of an invention that is useful, novel and nonobvious a right to exclude others from making, using or selling, the
invention or productsmade using it for a finite period of time, typically 20
years. A copyright gives the author of a work fixed in a tangible medium
a bundle of exclusive rights in the work, which may generally be
charactenzedas the exclusive right to exploit the work, for a longer term
of years, the author's life plus 70 yearc for individual authors and a long,
fixed period for juristic person authors.
A trademark is not the same type of property right.

Although a

trademark gives the owner the exclusive right to sell the same,or related,
goods or servicesunder the mark, trademark rights are as much intended
to protect consumers as trademark owners.

One major purpose of

trademark law is to protect consumersfrom purchasing goods or services
in the mistaken belief that they come from the sourcethey know and trust,
indicated by the trademark.

Other distinctions and similarities to

appreciateinclude:
o

Although patents and copyrights provide finite protection, a
trademark can last as long as it is used for the specified goods
or services. Although United States trademark registrations
must be renewedevery ten years,there is no limit to the number
of renewalsas long as continueduse can be documented;

o

A patent requires full disclosure of the invention sufficient to
enableone skilled in the relevant areato practice the invention'
A trademark, however, does not require the owner to disclose
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the formula for making the goods, which may remain a trade
secret;
o

A copynght only protects the author's particular expressionof
an idea. It does not prevent another author from conveying the
idea using different expression. A trademark is similar in that it
doesnot protectthe owner againstthe saleof competinggoods,
it only protects against the sale of those goods under the
trademark.

II.

How are trademarksprotected?
As noted above, trademarksare entitled to protection by virtue of use,
not registration. Nevertheless,the best way to protect a client's trademark
in the United Statesis through a federal trademark registration under the
Trademark Act of 1946, also known as the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. $$
I05l et seq. A copy of the LanhamAct is includedas Exhibit 1.

A.

Federalregistration
A federal registration is obtained by filing and prosecuting a trademark
registration application with the United States Patent and Trademark
Office. The process,describedin more detail below, takes approximately
12 to 15 months and, if successful,culminates in the issuanceof a
trademark registration certificate.

Some examples of registration

certificatesfor various types of trademarksare collected in Exhibit 2.
The processof making atrademarkregistration application may involve
filling out a form, but the successor failure of the effort can dependon the
experience,skill and knowledge of the one filling out the form. In all but
the simplest caseslegal knowledge, experienceand skill can significantly
enhancethe chancesfor successfulregistration, the scopeof the trademark
protection obtained, and hencethe value of the registration. Accordingly,
clients are best advised to have an experienced trademark practitioner
representthem in connectionwith the application. LegalZoom and other
web-basedservicesare simply no substitute.
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The statutory benefits of obtaining a federal trademark registration
include:
o

Prima facie evidence of the validity of the mark and the
registration;

o

Primafacie evidenceof ownership of the mark;

o

The exclusive right to use the mark throughout the United
Statesfor the specifiedgoodsor services;

o Primafacie evidenceof continuoususe of the mark;
o

Constructivenotice of ownership and use;

o

"Incontestability''ofthe mark after 5 yearscontinuoususe.

Obtaining a federal trademark registration also has tangible, nonstatutorybenefits. Theseinclude:
o

Less likelihood that a third party will infringe the mark or adopt
it in a different areaof the country;

o

The trademark is taken more seriously by the courts. Although
trademark rights come from use, not registration, judges and
juries tend to be more impressedwith a federally registered
trademark and accord it more protection than an unregistered,
but protectable,mark.

Certain things may not be federally registeredas trademarks(although,
in theory, they may be able to serve as trademarks). These include (a) a
mark that is primarily merely a surname (e.g., JONES' RESTAI-IRANT
for restaurantservices),unless the mark has acquired distinctivenessas a
trademarkthrough use (e.9., SMUCKER'S for jam) Lanham Act $ 2(e)(4),
(Ð, 15 U.S.C. $ 1152(e)(a),(Ð, (b) the flag or coat of arms of any nation,
state or municipality, Lanham Act $ 2(b), 15 U.S.C. $ 1152(b), (c)
immoral, deceptiveor scandalousmatter,Lanham Act $ 2(a),15 U.S.C. $
1L52(a), and (d) the name, portrait or signatureof a deceasedPresidentor
his widow (or presumably her widower) without the spouse's consent,
LanhamAct $ 2(c), 15 U.S.C.$ 1152(c).
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Where a client's trademark has a distinctive typeface or is associated
with a particular logo, the best practice is to register the mark two ways aSa "word mark" in block capital letters, and as a "special form drawing"
showing the mark or logo as it actually appearson goods or in connection
with services. The first protectsthe wording of the mark in any form. The
secondprotectsthe design elementsof the mark or logo.

B . Stateregistration
State trademark registrations ate availablein New York and in most, if
not all, of the other 49 states. However, becausefederal registration is so
much more valuable and desirable than state registration, state
registrations are little used and rarely necessaryor indicated. The only
exception is for a mark that is used purely locally, i'e', the goods or
Services,or those promoting them, never cross state lines. Such a mark
could not qualify for federal registration because use in interstate or
international commerceis required. In the Internet age,purely local use of
a mark is rare, but such a mark would be a candidatefor stateregistration.
There is no substantialvalue in obtaining a stateregistration in addition
to a federal registration.

C . Common law
Unregistered trademarks are entitled to protection under both federal
and statelaw. Section43(a) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1125(a),
provides a federal cause of action for infringement of an unregistered
trademark used in interstate or foreign commerce.

State unfair

competition law also provides a basis on which to sue for infringement.
Nevertheless,the benefits of federal registration make it far and away the
better alternativefor your clients.

D . Internationalprotection
under the prevailing internationally recognized principle known as
"territoriality," trademarkrights typically exist in eachcountry only within
the borders of that country and only to the extent protected by that
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country's trademark law. For this reason, with some exceptions created
by international agreements,such as the Community Trademark covering
the entire European Union and the Andean Pact covering member Latin
American nations, trademark owners must protect their marks in each
country where they neecl protection, usually by registration there.
Territoriality is a basic principle of U.S. trademark law, e.g., Buti v.
139 F.3d 98, 103 (2d Cir. 1998);Person'sCo. v.
ImpressaPerosa,,S.,R.¿.,
Christman, 900 F.2d 1565, 1568-69 (Fed. Cir. 1990), as well as the
trademark law of most nations. Under the territoriality principle, use of a
mark outside a country does not give the user any rights to use the mark,
or to stop others from using it, in that country. This is true even where the
user in that country is acting in arguable"bad faith" by not only using the
mark but also adopting trade dressand other elementsused by the foreign
user in an attempt to createthe impression that the user is associatedwith
the foreign trademarkowner.
Under the territoriality principle, a trademark has a separate legal
existenceunder each country'S laws, and its proper lawful function is not
necessarily to specify the origin of a good or service, but rather to
symbolize the domestic goodwill of the domestic trademark owner so that
the consuming public may rely with an expectation of consistencyon the
domestic reputation earned for the mark by its owner, and the trademark
owner may be confident that his goodwill and reputation will not be
injured through use of the mark by others in domestic commerce. Osawa
& C o . v . B & H P h o t o , 5 8 9 F . S u p p .1 1 6 3 , 1 1 7 1 - 7(2S . D . N . Y 1. 9 8 4 ) .
A comprehensive discussion of international trademark protection is
outside the scope of this progrÍIm. However, in general, a client should
seek protection in foreign jurisdictions where it is currently doing
business, and in jurisdictions to which it anticipates expanding in the
foreseeablefuture. News of good trademarks travels fast and clients do
not want to find when they seek to expand to a new country that someone
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elsehas registeredtheir trademarkaheadof them in anticipation of reaping
a profit from the client's purchaseof it.
There are three primary methods of obtaining protection for your
clients' trademarksin foreign jurisdictions :
o

Individnal registrationsin the foreign countries of interest
obtainedthroughcounselin thosejurisdictions;

o

Various registrations that grant rights in a group of countries,
typically obtainedthrough foreign counsel. Theseinclude:
o

A "CTM" or Community Trademark registration - one
registrationthat covers the entire EU;

o

Several groups of

African

nations that

offer

registrationscovering the entire group;
o

A

Benelux registration covering Belgium, The

Netherlands and Luxembourg (indeed, these three
countries

no

longer

offer

separate country

registrations);
o

An "lntemational" registration under which protection can be
obtainedin certain countriesthat have ratified an international
treaty known as the Madrid Protocol.

This international

registration system is administeredby the World Intemational
Property Organizationin Switzerland. It does not offer U.S'
trademark owners protection in Canada, Mexico or Latin
America and offers only limited coverage in Asia.

The

lntemational application is made through the US Patent &
Trademark Off,rceby US counsel. Local foreign counsel is
necessaryonly if there is a problem in a particular country.
Each of these choices has pros and cons and there is no clear cut
preferred alternative. The best way to proceed has to be determined in
eachinstanceby an experienced,knowledgeabletrademarkpractitioner.
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Selectingand Clearing a New Trademark
Clients often come to their lawyers with ideas for, or decisions
concerning,trademarksfor new products or services. A lawyer can be of
significant assistanceto a client, and should be involved, in evaluatingthe
suitability and effectivenessof a proposedmark and determining whether
the mark is available in the United States for the specified products or
services. The former processhelps insure that the mark will be as strong,
distinctive and protectable as possible, and thus capable of becoming a
valuable trademark. Too often the trademarksthat clients, or consultants
they hire, propose are simply not good choices from a trademark
protection standpoint. The latter process,called "clearrng" the mark helps
make surethat the client's choicewill not infringe someoneelse'sexisting
trademark rights, and that the client will not invest time, effort and money
in building goodwill for a mark that may have to be changed'

A. Preliminarysearch
The clearanceprocess t1pically begins with a preliminary screening
search of federally registered trademarks and pending trademark
applicationsto rule out a potential mark that is already federally registered
or appliedfor for the sameor similar goodsor services. The searchcan be
made on the Patentand TrademarkOffice's website at ww'u'.ttspto.gorr.If
the mark, or a very similar mark, for the same goods, or related or similar
goods, comesup on the preliminary search,then a new selectionshould be
made. If the proposed mark clears the preliminary search,the clearance
processthen proceedsto the next step. A preliminary search alone is
never sufficient.

B.

Obtaininga full availabilifysearchreport
The second step in the clearanceprocess is obtaining a search report
known as a "fuIl us availability search report."

The report is most

efficiently obtained from a search firm that specializesin trademark and
intellectual property searches. The turnaround time is typically three to
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four days. However, the report can be obtained faster, if necessary,for
additionalcost.
ln addition to federal registrations and pending applications, the search
report will also show state registrations, coÍtmon law usage (such as
business names, press article usage, and other unregistered usage) and
Internet usage,including similar registeredInternet domain n¿ìmes.All of
this information is important because,as noted above, trademark rights
come from usage and unregisteredusers may have rights that could be
infringed.

C.

Factorsthat make a trademark"available" or "unavaTlable"
of risk
and assessment
Full searchreports are typically 100 to 300 pages and they do not
answer the question whether the mark is "available" or "unavailable."
They merely provide information. They need to be carefully read and
evaluated to make a judgment as to whether the mark is "available."
Sometimesfurther follow up through a trademark investigator is necessary
to determinewhether a mark that shows up on the report is actually being
used.
Many factors go into evaluating "availability."

A full description is

beyond the scope of the program, however, the lawyer needs to consider
both whether there are other marks in use that are the same or similar in
sound, appearanceor connotation to the client's proposed mark, and
whether the goodsor servicesassociatedwith them are the sameor closely
relatedto the client's goods or services. Sometimesthere is no definitive
answer and the client can only be advisedof the potential obstaclesto use
or registration,and the level of potentialrisk. Clients sometimesreceivea
formal opinion of counsel concerning availability of a trademark'
Sometimesa client is better advised not to seek a formal opinion or does
not want to pay the additional fees it would require. In such as case,the
lawyer should neverthelesscarefully record the advice given to the client.
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D . Availability as a companynameis not suff,cient
It is very important to understandthat availability of a companyname in
a particularjurisdictionorjurisdictions, basedon a searchin the Secretary
of State's office, is not suffrcient to establishthat the distinctive element
of the company n¿Imeis available for use as a trademark. Accordingly,
that the name Nightingale Mattress Corp. may be available in New York
or Delaware does not mean that the trademark NIGHTINGALE

is

available for mattress. Similarly, registering or obtaining a companyname
in a jurisdiction is not the sdme as registering a trademark. A client may
insist that it has the right to use NIGHTINGALE as a trademarkbecauseit
"owns" the name "Nightingale Mattress Cotp." but that notion is flat-out
wrong.

E. Assessingthe potentialstrengthof a new trademark
In addition to clearing a proposedtrademark,counsel should advise the
client on the general strength and desirability of the mark from a
trademark law standpoint. Whether the mark will sell the product is up to
the client. However, whether the mark will be distinctive and protectable
is somethingcounselshould adviseon. Many clients,however,chooseto
ignore the advice becausethey are wedded to their choice of a weak mark.
The strengthand distinctivenessof a trademark is evaluatedon a sliding
scale,but there are four generalcategories,representingfixed points along
the scale. See Two Pesos,Inc v. Taco Cabana,Inc., 505 U.S. 763,768
(1992); Abercrombie & Fitch v. Hunting llorld, Inc., 537 F.zd 4,9 (2d
Cir. 1976)

1. ArbitrarylFanciful
Arbitrary or fanciful marks are the strongest, most distinctive, and
hencemost protectabletypes of trademarks. An arbitrary or fanciful mark
has absolutely nothing to do with the goods or services. A coined word,
such as KODAK for film, is the strongesttype of trademark becauseit is
absolutely fanciful. An actual word or words having no associationwith
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the goods or servicesis also consideredstrong. BAZOOKA for bubble
gum, or BUTTERFLY for picture frameswould be good examples.

2. Suggestive
Suggestive marks

are also strong, but

are a notch below

arbitrarylfanciful marks in strength and predictability. A suggestivemark
has some relation to the goods or services,but it takes a measureof
thought and perception to discern the connection SeeStix Prods., Inc. v.
United Merchs. & Mfgs., Inc., 295 F. Supp. 479 (S.D.N.Y, 1968)'
BEAUTYREST for mattressesor PASSION for perfume (see Taylor) ate
useful examples of suggestive marks. NIGHTINGALE

for mattresses

would probably fall between arbitrary and suggestiveon the scale. On the
one hand it could be arbitrary becausethe bird has nothing to do with a
mattress. On the other hand, the mark does suggestnight (when you use a
mattress) and nightingales are often associated with the evening and
bedtime.

3. Descriptive
Descriptive marks directly describean attribute, ingredient or quality of
the good or service. They are weak marks and are not entitled to
trademark protection unless the user can establish "secondary meaning"
which is a legal concept that requires that consumers associate the
trademarkwith the company that originates the goods or services,whether
or not they know the name. STRONGHOLD for nails could give rise to
endlessdebate as to whether it is suggestiveor descriptive. QUICK
BURGER for fast food hamburgers or NORFOLK MARKET
farmers market located in Norfolk,

for a

Connecticut aÍe examples of

descriptive marks. Clients should be encouragedto select strongermarks
that areat least suggestive.

4. Generic
Generic marks simply represent a form of the common name for the
good or service. They are never entitled to trademarkprotection. ZIPPER
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for a fly closing device on pants or FLOV/ER POT for a planter for potted
plants are examplesof generic marks. Note, however, that a generic word
for a good may still serve as a strong trademark for a good to which it
bears no relation. For example, TOY SOLDIER would be generic, and
unprotectable, as a mark for military action figures, but could be a
trademark for apparel.
It is particularly importanl to advise a client to avoid adopting a generic
mark when the client is introducing a new or revolutionary type of
product. If the brand name becomesthe generic name of the good in the
public's perception, any trademark rights will be lost.

Examples of

trademark rights lost by being allowed to become generic include
ESCALATOR for moving staircases and ASPIRIN for a headache
remedy. Both were originally proprietary trademarks. XEROX is quasigeneric. The Xerox Corporation works very hard to promote the idea that
a "photocopy" is a generic term and a XEROX is a brand of photocopy
from the Xerox Corporation. Clients need to be counseledagainstusing
their marks, or allowing othersto use their marks, as generic terms.
The "doctrine of foreign equivalents" also comes into play here. In
general,that doctrine provides that a foreign languageword with the same
meaning as an English languagetrademark is confusingly similar to that
trademark and, hence, not available. In the context of generic marks, it
means that a generic term for the good or service in a foreign languageis
as unprotectableas the English word for the good or service.

5. Third partyusage
Usage by third parties of the same, or similar, marks for the same or
similar goods has a decidedweakening effect on a trademark. Even if the
mark is protectablein theory, the scope of protection will be narrow.
Competitors will be permitted to use highly similar and potentially
confusing marks. If there are a lot of similar third party marks in use, your
client should be counseledto select a more distinctive trademark. On the
other hand, third party use of the mark for goods or servicesunrelated to
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the client's goods does not have a weakening effect, although there is
someeffect on the mark's distinctiveness.

IV.

The FederalRegistrationProcess
A basic understandingof the federal trademark registration process is
important.

The process takes typically 12-15 months from filing of

application to issuanceof registration, assuming a "smooth trþ" with no
problems being raised by the trademark examiner and no opposition by a
memberof the public.
It is not necessaryfor a client to wait until a registration is obtained
before commencinguse of a trademark. Indeed it is not even possible.
Use must be shown before a registration may even be issued. The client
should apply for the mark as soon as it has been selected and should
commenceuse of it as soon it is able. The registration processwill
independentlytake its course.

A.

Intent-to-usevs. use-basedapplications
Federal trademark registration applicationsmay be filed before use of a
mark begins, although (for United Statesmarks) a registration may not be
issueduntil proof of actual use in interstatecoÍtmerce is shown'
'Where
a client plans to commence use in the future, but has not yet
done so, a trademark application may be filed basedon "intent-to-use" the
mark. LanhamAct $ 1(b), 15 U.S.C. $ 1051(b). At somepoint beforethe
registration is issued,proof of actual use of the mark must be submitted.
However, through filing of an "intent-to-use" based application, a client
may securepotential trademarkrights in a mark for more than three years
before actual use commences. As long as a registration ultimately issues,
the client's nationwide priority in the trademark will date from the filing
date of the aPPlication.
Alternatively, if use of a mark has already commenced, a trademark
application may be filed based on actual use under $ 1(a) of the Lanham
Act, 15 U.S.C $ 1051(a). This proceduresavesthe extra step of filing a
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separateallegationof use or amendmentto allegeuse, and the extra $100
filing fee associatedwith it.

B.

Examination
In the ordinary course of events, a trademark registration application
will languish in the Patent & Trademark Office for about four or five
months before being assigned to an examiner who will examine the
application. If the application is found to be entirely in proper form, the
examiner will pass the application to "publication," and it will be
publishedfor oppositionas describedbelow. If the examinerhas issuesto
raise with the application,an "office action" will be issued,as described
below, and an adequateresponsewill be required before the application
can proceed.
Depending on what issuesthe examiner raises,the responseto an office
action can be anything from a telephonecall to clear up something simple,
for example a requirement to revise the description of the goods or
servicesin the application, to filing the equivalent of a litigation brief, for
example to respondto a refusal to register basedon confusing similarity to
an existing registration. If an extensive response to an office action is
necessary,the cost of prosecutingthe trademark application may escalate
significantly. If so, the client always has the option of abandoning the
application by not respondingto.the offtce action.
Some applications may require several rounds of office actions and
responses.At the end of the process,the examinerwill eitherbe satisfied
that all mattershave beenresolved,or will conclude that somethingcannot
be resolved and issue a final refusal to register' If the former, the
'þassed to publication" (seebelow). If the latter, the
applicationwill be
applicant may ask for reconsideration (usually futile), or appeal to the
Trademark Trial and Appeal Board ("TTAB"), an administrativebody that
hearsappealsfrom decisionsof trademarkexaminers,among other things'
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C . Publication
Once passedto publication, an application is published in the Patentand
Trademark Office's "Gazette," which comes out each Tuesday.
Publication triggers a thirty-day period during which any member of the
public may object to registration of the mark by filing an opposition to
registrationbefore the TTAB. It is also possibleto seek an extensionof
time to opposeregistrationrather than file immediately.
If an opposition is filed, it may be possible to resolve the matter with
the Opposer through some sort of settlement. If not, the opposition
processbecomesessentiallya litigation, with discovery,depositionsand a
trial (not live, but on papers),and can becomequite expensive.

D . Allowance (for intent-to-useapplications)and statementof
use
of time to opposeis filed within
or extension
Assumingno opposition
the thirty-day period, an intent-to-use application (for which proof of
actual use has not yet been filed) is issueda Notice of Allowance. This
triggers a six-month period in which the applicant must file proof of actual
use, known as a Statementof Use, or seeka further six-month extensionof
time to file a statement of use. An applicant may obtain up to five sixmonth extensionsof time to file a Statementof Use, thus preservingrights
in the trademark for up to three years. Once actual use in commerce is
demonstratedin a statementof use, the registration is issuedwithin several
months. Although proof of use is required for only one tlpe of good or
service in each class, it is very important to be sure that the client is
actually using the mark on all goods or services for which registration is
sought before filing proof of use (or to delete goods or services that the
client has decidednot to pursue from the application). Failure to do so can
leave the registrationvulnerable to a later claim of fraud on the Trademark
Office, which, if successful,will lead to cancellationof the registration.
Medinol Ltd. v. Neuro Vasx,Inc.,67 U.S.P.Q.2d 1205(T.T.A.B. 2003).
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E,. Registration
After publication without opposition (or after filing of a Statementof
Use for intent-to-use applications), the actual trademark registration
certificateis issued.

F.

Maintenanceof registrationand renewal
The term of a trademark registration is ten years. However, between
the fifth and sixth anniversaryof the registration date,a trademark owner
must file an affidavit of continued use pursuantto $ 8 of the Lanham Act,
15 U.S.C. $ 1058,to keep the registrationin force. The purposeof this
requirementis to prune dead wood (marks no longer being used) from the
trademark register. At the same time the $ 8 affidavit is filed, if the
trademark owner'S use of the mark has been continuous for five ye¿[S'an
affidavit of incontestability may also be filed pursuant to $ 15 of the
LanhamAct, 15 U.S.C. $ 1065. This will make the trademarkregistration
"incontestable," which does not mean that it is literally incontestable. It
means that the grounds on which the registration may be challenged are
considerablynarrowed.
Between the ninth and tenth anniversaryof registration, an application
for renewal, including proof of current use, must be filed' The trademark
registration may be renewed every ten years thereafter an unlimited
number of times, so long as use of the mark continues. Lanham Act $ 15,

1su.s.c.$ 10s9.
V.

Properuse of @,TM and SM sYmbols.
Attorneys need to understand the meaning and proper use of the
sM. The @ symbol may only be used with a federally
symbols @, t" and
registeredtrademark,and may not be used until the registration is actually
issued,even though an application is pending. Once registration is issued,
it is important to use the @ symbol with a trademark to give notice that it
is registered. Failure to use the @ will limit the damagesavailable in
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infringement litigation unless the defendant had actual notice that the
tradema¡kwas registered.LanhamAct $ 29, 15 U.S'C. $ 1111'
sM
The rM and symbols are not statutorily regulated. They are used as a
selÊdeclared indication that the user claims trademark or service mark
rights in whatever words or logos the symbols are used with. They may
be used before or during the application process at the trademark owner's
discretion. Use of these symbols does not confer any trademark rights.
They merely indicate that the user claims trademark rights. Indeed, these
symbols are often used for words or phrasesthat the user would have little
hope of protecting as trademarks,usually becausethey are descriptive.
t* or st
There is a lot of confusion concerning how often the @,
symbols must be used. Clients often resist using them each and every time
the trademark appears because they believe it interferes with the
appearanceof their marks or salesmaterials. In fact, it is not necessaryto
use the symbols with the trademark invariably.

The purpose of the

symbols is to give notice of trademarkrights and it is sufficient if they are
used often enoughto perform this notice function. How often that is will,
of course,vary from caseto casebased on the mark and the nature of the
usage.

VI.

Infringementof a trademark
A trademark is infringed when another user uses a mark that is
sufficiently similar to a given mark for goods or services that are
sufficiently similar to the given mark's goodsor services,so that the use
of the mark for the goods or services is likely to cause a substantial
number of consumersto be confused concerningwhether or not the goods
or services come from a common source. Obviously, there is no bright
line test by which counsel can determinewhether there is infringement in
a given situation. It is heavily dependant on an evaluation of many
relevant facts and circumstances.
Courts (and hence lawyers tryrng to adviseclients on what courts would
do) determine whether there is infüngement by evaluating a set of non-
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exclusive factors derived from prior court decisions. The SupremeCourt
has never enumerateda set of factors that is applicable throughout the
country. Accordingly, each federal circuit court of appealshas formulated
its own test for infüngement with its own set of factors, which is typically
referred to by the name of the case in which the factors were first
articulated. The SecondCircuit uses the "Polaroid" factors, identified by
JudgeFriendly in Polaroid corp. v. Polarad Elecs. corp., 287 F.2d 492,
495 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 368 U.S. 820 (1961). The Ninth Circuit, for
example, uses the "Sleekcraft" factors, articulated in AMF, Inc' v.
Sleekcraft Boats, 599 F.zd 341, 348-49 (9th Cír.I979).

The Federal

Circuit (and, accordingly, the Patent and Trademark Office) uses the
"DuPont" factors from In re E. L DuPont de Nemours & Co',476 F.zd
1357, 177U.S.P.Q.563 (C.C.P.A. 1973). Each other circuit has its own
name for its set of factors. This is confusing, and it would be helpful for
the SupremeCourt (or maybe Congress)to promulgate one set of factors
for the country. However, as a practical matter, each test amounts to
pretty much the samething although different languageis used.
For purposesof this program,it seemsmost appropriateto considerthe
SecondCircuit's "Polaroid" factors. They are:

o

The strength of the plaintiffls mark -

The "strength" of a mark refers to its "distinctiveness," in other words
its tendencyto identify the servicesdelivered under the mark as emanating
from a particular,althoughpossibly anonymoussource. W.W.W.Pharm.
Co. v. Gillette Co., 984 F.2d 567, 512 (2d Cir. 1993);McGregor-Doniger,
Inc. v. Drizzle, Inc., 599 F.zd 1126, .113I (2d Cir. 7979). ln evaluating
this factor, courts determine whether a matk is strong or weak by
determining where it

falls on the Arbitrary/fanciful,

Descriptive, Generic scale discussed above.

suggestive,

Arbitrary/fanciful and

Suggestivemarks are consideredstrong, with the former a little stronger
than the latter. They are entitled to protection without proof of "secondary
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meaning." Descriptive marks are consideredrelatively weak and are not
entitled to protection absenta showing of secondarymeaning. In general,
a mark acquires secondary meaning when it is shown that the primary
significance of the term in the minds of the consuming public is not the
service, but the provider. See Centaur Communications,Ltd. v. A/S/M
Communications,Inc., 830 F.2d I2I7, 1221 (2d Cir. 1987). Marks found
to be generic are so weak that they are not entitled to any trademark
protection.
Other factors such as long use, significant advertising and promotion
and significant sales under the mark are also considered and can add
strengthto the mark. SeeThompsonMed. Co' v. Pfizer,[nc.,753 F.2d208,
217 (2d Cir. 1985). However, an otherwisestrong mark is not rendered
weak becauseof low advertising and promotion or sales. Morningside
Group Ltd. v. Morningside capital Group L.L.C., 182 F.3d 133 (2d Cir

rgee).
In addition, third party use of the same or a similar mark for closely
related goods can detract from the strengthof a mark. EsteeLauder Inc. v,
The Gap, Inc., 108 F.3d 1503, l5Il

(2d Ck- 1997); WesternPub. Co. v'

RoseArt Industries,Inc.,9l0F.2d 57,61 (2d Cir. 1990). However,third
party use on unrelatedgoods or servicesdetractsless from strength.

o The degree of similarity between the plaintiffs and
the defendant's marks Courts evaluatethe degreeof similarity based on both visual and aural
similarity and also consider the connotations of both marks' The proper
test is not side-by-sidecomparisonof the marks, but considerationof how
they will be encounteredby the consumet. SeeLouis Vuitton Malletier v.
Burlington Coat Factory lV'arehouseCorp., 426 F.3d 532, 538-39(2d Cir.
2005). Thus, for marks likely to be encounteredaurally, similarity of
soundmay be more important, and vice versa'
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o The proximity of the products This factor considers the extent to which the goods or services sold
under the two marks are similar, related or would tend to be viewed by
consumers as likely to come from the same source. If the goods are
virtually the same,then this factor obviously favors infringement. If the
goods are very much unrelated, for example CADILLAC

can be a

trademark for automobiles and dog food, then this factor weighs against
infüngement. In a very close case,In re Coors Brewing Co-,343F.3d
1340, 1345-46(Fed. Cir. 2003), rhe Federal circuit found that beer and
restaurantservicesare not sufficiently related for BLUE MOON for beer
to infringe BLUE MOON for restaurantservices. Reasonableminds could
differ on that.

.

The likelihood that either owner will bridge the gap-

This factor considershow likely it is that either the senior or junior user
will expand the goods or services sold under their respective mark to
include, or come closer to, the goods or servicesof the other. Evidence
consideredin connectionwith this factor includes actual announcedplans
of each tser, Lang v. Ret.Living Publ'g Co., 949 F.2d 576, 582 (2d Cir'
l99l), and consumer assumptionbased on industry history and practice
that expansion would be likely, Scarves by Vera, Inc. v. Todo Imports,,
Ltd., 544 f.zd 1167, ll74 (2d Cir. 1976);E.L DuPont de Nemours& Co.
v. YoshidaInt'\, Inc.,1393F. Supp.502 (E.D.N.Y. 1975). For example,if
two parties were using the same mark, one for automobiles and one for
tractors, bridging the gap is possible because both goods ale motor
vehicles that could be produced in the same factory with some retooling.
However, based on industry history, manufacturers of both automobiles
and tractors usually, but not always, use different marks for each. This
would weigh againsta finding of infringement. However, if one party had
definite plans to expanduse of the mark in that direction, this might cause
the "bridging the gap" factor to favor infringement.
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.

The sophisticationof the buyers -

This factor considers the nature of the consumers for the product or
service and how discerning they are likely to be in making their choices.
Where the goods are low cost and tlpically bought on impulse without
much thought, the sophistication factor weighs in favor of infringement
becauseconsumersare more likely to purchasethe junior user's goodsin
the belief that they come from the senior user. 8.9., Beer Nuts, Inc. v.
Clover Club Foods Co.,7lIF.2d,g34,g4L 110thCir. 1983)(BREW NUTS
infringes BEER NUTS for sweetenedsalted peanuts, in part becausethe
product is likely to be purchasedon impulse without close examination)'
In contrast,where "big ticket" items are involved andlor the customerbase
has a greaterdegreeof knowledge or greaterreasonto take care in making
purchases,the sophistication factor weighs against infringement because
customersare less likely to be fooled concerningthe origin of the goods or
services.
Nevertheless,sophisticationalone is never dispositive. It is error to
woodenly apply the generalrule that likelihood of confusionis diminished
when potential purchasersare sophisticated. Where there is a high degree
'the sophistication
of similarity betweenthe parties' servicesand marks,
of the buyers cannot be relied on to prevent confusion. Morningside
Group Ltd. v. Morningside Capital Group, L.L.C., 182 F'3d 133,143 (2d
Cir. 1999) (MORNINGSIDE CAPITAL for private equity investments
infringed the unregistered mark MORNINGSIDE GROUP for various
financial activities despite the high degree of sophistication of the
customers);accordMobil Oil Corp.v. PegasusPetroleumCorp., 818 F.2d
254,260 (2d Cir. l9S7) ("even though defendant'sbusinessis transacted
in large quantities only with sophisticated oil traders, there is still and
neverthelessa likelihood of confusion" as potential purchaserswould be
misled into an initial interest in Pegasus Petroluem, and that initial
confusion works a sufficient trademarkinjury).

-1)
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The quality of the defendant'sproduct -

This factor is evaluated in different ways depending on the facts and
circumstances. One evaluation considers the relative quality of the
parties' goods or services. If, for example,the senior user'S goods are
"high end" and the junior users' "bottom of the line," then consumer
confusion would, in theory, be less likely and this factor would weigh
againstinfringement. SeePlus Prods. v. Plus Disc' Foods, fnc., 722 F.2d
ggg, 1006 (2d Cir. 1953). In contrast, if both parties' goods are of
relatively equal quality, then confusion is more likely, and the factor
would favor infringement.
Another aspectof the "quality'' factor considersthe senioruser's loss of
control over the reputation of his or her mark. If the junior user's goods
are of lower quality then their presencein the marketplace may debase
consumerperceptionof the senior user's mark. Sports Auth., Inc. v. Prime
Hospitality Corp., 89 F.3d 955,965 (2d Cir. 1996)(quality of defendant's
product Polaroid factor "is primarily concernedwith whether the senior
user's reputation could be jeopardizedby virtue of the fact that the junior
user's product is of inferior quality"); Spring Mills, Inc. v. Ultracashmere
House,Ltd., 689 F.2d 1127, 1,134(2d Cit. 1982)(same)' (Thus disparity
in quality can weigh for or against infüngement depending on the
circumstances.)
In addition, the quality factor can be relevant where consumersmight
attribute a lapse in quality by the junior user to the senior user. For
example, if f'^to banks use similar trademarks, the senior user could be
damaged if the junior user experienced regulatory problems or was
consideredin dangerof failing. Thus, even if the alleged infringer's goods
or services appearto be of high quality, the senior user has the right to
insist that its reputationnot be imperiled by the junior user's possible
actions. 8.g., ProcessedPlastic Co. v. Vf/arnerCommunications,Inc., 675
F.2d 852,858 (7thCir. 1982).
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Actual confusion-

Actual confusion(as opposedto theoreticallikelihood of confusion)is
another factor with duel aspects. On the one hand, "fa]ctual confusion or
deception of purchasers is not essential to a finding of trademark
'reliable
infringement or unfair competition, it being recognized that
evidenceof actualinstancesof confusionis practically almost impossible
Inc.,28T F.2d
to secure."'Harold F. Ritchie,Inc. v. Chesebrough-Pond's,
755,761 (2dCir.1960); seealso Miles Shoes,Inc. v- R. H' Macy &Co',
lgg F.2d 602,603 (2d Cir. 1952),cert. denied,345 U.S. 909 (1953); W' E'
BassettCo. v. Revlon,Inc., 435 F.2d 656,662 (2d Cir. 1970);Scarvesby
Vera, Inc. v. Todo Import, Ltd.,544F.zd

1167, ll75 (2d Cfu' 1976)'

Particularly where the junior user's mark has not been in use very long,
the absenceof evidenceof actual confusion is not entitled to much weight.
On the other hand, however, a little actual confusion evidence goes a
long way. The existenceof some actual confusion is strong evidence of
likelihood of confusion. Mobil oil corp., 818 F.2d at 259, citing world
Carpets,Inc. v. Dick Littrell's New World Carpets,438F.2d 482,489 (5th
Cir. I97l) ("While . . . it is not necessaryto show actual confusion . . .
of
ft]here can be no more positive or substantiveproof of the likelihood
confusion than proof of actual confusion."); see also Best Cellars, Inc. v.
WineMade Simple,\nc.,320 F. Supp.2d 60,77 (S'D.N.Y' 2003) (while
plaintiff is not required to demonstrateinstances of actual confusion to
prove liability, any evidenceof actual confusion would be strong proof of
probability of confusion).
The length of time that two marks have co-existed in the marketplace
'Where
there
without evidence of actual confusion can also be relevant.
have been severalyears of co-existence,for example, absenceof actual
confusion makes it less likely that likelihood of confusion, and hence
infringement, will be found.

Door Systems, Inc. v. Pro-Line Door

Systems,Inc., 83 F.3d 169 (2d Cír. 1996);Windsor,Inc. v. Intravco Travel
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Centers, Inc., 799 F. Supp. 1513, 1524 (S.D.N.Y. 1992); accord Sun
Banlrs,Inc. v. Sun Fed. Sav. & Loan Association, 65I F.zd 311, 319 (5th
Cir. 1981).

.

Good or bad faith -

hr general, a junior user's apparentgood faith in adopting and using its
mark does not count for much and does not weigh very heavily in
determining infringement.

Because intent is largely irrelevant in

determining whether consumers are likely to be confused as to source,
good faith alone cannot vitiate a likelihood of confusion between marks.
Lois Sportswear,(J.S.A.,Inc. v. Levi Strauss& Co., 799 F.2d 867,875 (2d
Cir. 1986).
On the other hand, if the court gets a whiff of bad faith, it can tip the
scalesdecidedly toward infringement. 8.g., 17.E. Bassett Co. v. Revlon,
Inc., 435 F.2d 656,662 (2d Cir. 1970). Bad faith usually meansthat the
junior user adopted its mark with a conscious intent to benefit from the
goodwill of the senior user's mark, or with knowledge that consumers
would likely buy the product thinking it came from the senior user. The
mere fact that plaintiffs mark appearedin defendant's clearancesearch
does not establish bad faith because other information could have led
defendantto adoptits mark in good faith.

It must also be stressedthat application of the Polaroid factors is not
mechanical. It is not a scoring system in which the party with the higher
number of factors in its favor necessarilywins. In addition, not all factors
are always relevant and "no one factor is necessarilydispositive" although
any one factor may prove to be so in a given case. N. Y. Stock Exch,, Inc.
v. N.Y., N.Y. Hotel, LLC, 293 F.3d 550, 555 (2d Cir. 2002). Accordingly,
it is obviously not always easyto advise a client with certainty whether or
not another mark infringes the client's trademark or the client's intended
mark would infringe another's mark. In caseswhere argumentscould be
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made both ways, the best counselcan do is advise on the relative degreeof
risk. Sometimesit is best not to try to over-analyzeor over-intellecítalize
the infringement determination. In many cases, your gut is your best
guide. If your gut tells you that use of the mark in question would be
unfair to the senior user (whether he or she is your client or not), then the
mark probably infringes.

vII.

Differenttypesof Confusion
Most trademark infringement questions involve traditional consumer
confusion at the point of purchase,in which the consumerbuys the junior
user's product in the mistaken belief that it comes from the senior user.
There are, however, at least two other tlpes of confusion that practitioners
needto be awareof.

A. ReverseConfusion
Reverse confusion means that consumers may purchase the senior
user's goods in the belief that they come from the junior wet. Banff Ltd.
v. FederatedDep't stores, Inc., 841F.2d 486, 490-91(2d cit. 1988). It
can occur where the senior user has used the mark on a relatively small,
lower profile scaleand a well-financed, high profile junior user adoptsthe
Same,or a similar, mark, promotes it heavily and uses it on a large scale.
Here, the problem is not that consumersmay purchase the junior user's
goods believing them to come from the senior user.

Rather, upon

encounteringthe senior user'S goods in the markeþlace' consumersmay
believe that the senior user (with superior rights to the mark) is attempting
to confuse them or is knocking off the junior user. Even if they are not
fooled, they will wrongly think ill of the senior user,which will effectively
ruin the mark for the senior user. 8.g., Big O Tire Dealers, Inc. v.
GoodyearTire & Rubber Co', 408F' Supp. l2I9 (D. Colo' 1976),aff'd in
material part, 561 F.zd 1365, cert. dismissed,434 U.S. 1052 (1978)
(major tire company's adoption of BIG O for tires caused reverse
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BIG O mark
confusionwith senioruser'ssmallerscale,but established,
for tires).

B.

Initial InterestConfusion
lnitial interest confusion occurs when the consumeris initially attracted

to the junior user's goodsby use of the senior user's mark, but knows by
the time of purchasethat the goods do not come from the senior user. For
example,if a jewelry store'suse of the word TIFFANY in advertisingled
consumers to visit the store in the belief that the store sold TIFFANY
jewelry, even if consumers leamed otherwise before making arry
purchases,some may still buy from the store as long as they are there.
Those purchases have resulted from initial interest confusion and the
jewelry store has infringed the TIFFANY trademark.

VIII.

ProtectingYour Trademarkfrom Infringement
A.

Reasonsto Pursueinfringers
1. Counterfeiters
Bald faced counterfeitersare not only eating your client's lunch, they
are degrading the image, distinctiveness and value of your client's
trademarks. They cannotbe ignored.

2. Confusinglysimilartrademarks
Even if a user of an arguably similar trademark is not doing your client
much current harm, the situation cannotbe ignored. Although a trademark
owner does not have an obligation to pursue every infringer, toleration of
infringement weakensa trademark by allowing a third party user to exist.
When a more serious infringement comes along that a trademark owner
wants to pursue, he or she may find that existing or past ignored
infringement has weakenedthe trademarksto the point where relief is not
available.
Tolerating infüngement also runs the risk that the reputation of your
client's mark could be ruinedby the infringer's conductor poor quality.
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3. Trademarkdilution-a separateconcept
When an existing trademark is used for completely unrelated goods or
services,the use may not infringe, but it can dilute the distinctivenessof
the senior user's mark. This dilution can make the mark less valuable.
There are two recognized forms of trademark dilution. The first is called
dilution by blurring. The theory is that additional use of the same or a
similar mark, even if it is not confusing the public, is harming the mark by
"blurring" its distinctiveness. Dilution by tarnishment is the other
recognized form of dilution. This meansthat the senior mark is somehow
tarnished by the junior use. For example, use of TIFFANY for "adult
novelties" might not causeconsumersto believe that the goods came from
Tiffany, but it would cheapenthe image of the TIFFANY mark'
Trademark owners thus need to consider whether they should pursue
trademark dilution as well as trademark infringement.

Federal law

trademarkdilution is governedby $ a3(c) of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. $
II25(c). This provision appliesonly to "famous" trademarks,i.e., marks
"widely recognizedby the general consuming public of the United States
aSa designationof Sourceof the goodsor Servicesof the mark'S owner."
In Moseleyv. V SecretCatalogue,Inc., 537U.S. 418 (2003),the Supreme
Court held that the Lanham Act's dilution provision required a showing of
actual dilution, not merely likelihood of dilution, before any relief could
be granted. In 2006, Congfess revised the law to make likelihood of
dilution actionable.

Nevertheless, the federal dilution remedy is

effectively restrictedto only the most well know trademarks'
State dilution statutes,which most stateshave, may not be restricted to
famous marks, however. ln New York, for example, General Business
Law $ 360-/ providesthat "likelihood of injury to businessreputationor of
dilution of the distinctive quality of a mark or trade name shall be a
ground for injunctive relief in causesof infringement of amark registered
or not registered or in casesof unfair competition, notwithstanding the
absenceof competition betweenthe parties or the absenceof confusion as
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to the source of goods or services." Although no case law explicitly so
states,the stafutedoesnot seemto be limited to "famous" marks.

B.

Stepsin trademarkprotection
1. Cease& DesistLetter
When your client consults you concernittg a potential trademark
infringement, and you conclude that a claim is well founded, you can, of
course, coÍtmence a lawsuit immediately and in some casesthis will be
necessary. It is more usual, however, first to write a rather formal letter to
the alleged infringer, called a "cease & desist letter" demanding that the
infüngement be stopped. The aim is to stop the infringement without
litigation or engagethe alleged infringer in a dialogue that will lead to a
resolution short of litigation. However, it is a mistake to write a cease&
desist letter unless the client is committed to following up with litigation.
Sending a letter and then folding like a cheapcamerawhen it is ignored or
the demand flatly rejected weakens your client's trademark rights' It is
usually better to take no action than to start something the client is not
preparedto finish.
A well-drafted cease& desist letter comes from counsel and contains
three functional paragraphs. The first paragraph names the client and
enumeratesthe trademarksor other intellectual property that is in issue. If
registered, or if an application is pending, it should cite the registration
number or application serial number. It is also impressive to enclose a
copy of the certificate of registrationif registered.
The second paragraph typically begins, "It has come to my client's
o' and proceeds to describe the allegedly offending
attention that .
conduct. The letter then advisesthe recipient that the describedconduct
violates enumeratedfederal and state statutory provisions and subjectsthe
recipient to liability for damagesand injunctive relief.
The third paragraph"demands" that the alleged infringer immediately
ceasethe offending conduct. If merely ceasingwould not be sufficient, or
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sometimes for greater intimidation, the letter may also demand an
accounting for infünging profits, turnover of infringing merchandise or
other steps. The letter next asks that the alleged infringer, or counsel,
contact you promptly to discuss the matter, or if there is less room for
discussion, to confirm that the alleged infringer will meet your client's
demand. The letter should close by setting a responsedeadline,which
might be a week or two weeks, or more if warrantedby the circumstances,
stating that if you do not hear from the recipient or counselby the deadline
your client will conclude that the alleged infringer has no interest in
settlementand will take some further describedaction. The description of
that further action is critical and should be carefully considered. A
statement such as "my client will immediately proceed to file an
infringement action" is a clear enough threat of litigation to create subject
matter jurisdiction for a declaratory judgment action by the alleged
infringer for a declaration of non-infringement.

Enclosing a dtaft

complaint probably also provides this opening.

However, a more

indefinite statementsuch as "my client will proceed appropriately" sounds
weaker but probably does not support subject matter jurisdiction for a
declaratoryjudgment action. It may be the better strategy if you want to
avoid giving the adversary the option of firing the first salvo in an
unfavorablej urisdiction.
Two samplecease& desistlettersare includedas Exhibit 3.

2. Attemptsto Settle
Assuming that the alleged infringer neither completely agrees to the
demand nor utterly rejects it, there may be an opportunity to resolve the
matter short of litigation. Somepossible ideas to achieve a resolution that
non-trademarklawyers might not think of include:
o

Give the infünger a reasonableperiod to migrate to a new mark in
an orderly manner. Typical migration periods would be three
months to ayear, dependingon the facts and circumstances;
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Enter into a co-Existence Agreement providing that the alleged
infringer will limit use of the mark in issue to certain goods or
servicesand not seekto expand. It may be necessaryalso to agree
to limit your client's field of use of the mark. This may be a good
idea if there are significant questions concerning infringement or
which party is the senior user of the mark;
Agree to contribute something toward the infringer's costs of
changing its mark. Although clients sometimeswonder why they
should pay the infringer rather thanvice yersa, it will probably be a
lot more cost-effective than commencing a law suit and will
achievethe desired result rather than exposethe client to the risks
of litigation.

3. Lawsuit
If a settlement cannot be reached within a reasonableperiod of time,
commencing a lawsuit is the next step. Although, in theory, suits under
the Lanham Act for federal trademarkinfringement may be commencedin
state or federal court, most are coÍlmenced in federal court, and those that
are not are usually removed there because there is federal question
jurisdiction. A sample complaint for trademark infringement and related
claims for relief is included as Exhibit 4.

IX.

Respondingto a ceaseand desistletter
If your client receives a cease and desist letter, you need to follow a
similar procedure,but in reverse. First, of course, evaluatethe claim. If
infringement is clear think about how much time your client would need to
make an orderly transition to a new mark and try to negotiate for that. If
you conclude that the claim presentssome risk, but is not hopeless' you
should consider whether it may be in your client's interest to seize the
initiative by commencing a declaratoryjudgment action if you have been
given an opening. Otherwise, the typical responseto a ceaseand desist
letter is a denial of infringement giving the reasons why the relevant
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Polaroid factors cut in your client's favor. The key part of the response
letter is the closing. If you deny infringement, reject the demand and
leave it at that,you are inviting a lawsuit as the next step' Sometimesthat
is the best strategy. On the other hand, you may want to close in a way
that invites,or leavesthe door open for, somesettlementdiscussions.This
could be something like, "Notwithstanding our view that there is no
infringement we may be able to reach an accommodation and I will call
you shortly'' to "Although I doubt that there is any way to resolve this
matter, if you have any thoughts please feel free to call me" There are
many potential formulations betweenthose extremes.
In settlement negotiations, the alleged infringer may want to propose
someof the settlementpossibilitiesidentified above.
If settlementcannot be reached,then you will have to wait and see if
your client is servedwith a complaint.

X.

ConsiderInsurance
Ifyour client receivesa ceaseand desist letter, do not forget to consider
the possibility that there might be insurancecoverage' If coverageis even
arguable then the matter should be promptly reported to any potential
carriers. Most commercial generalliability policies have limited coverage
for garden variety trademark infringement.

However, if the alleged

infringement is related to advertising there may be coverage under the
coveragepart for "Advertising lnjury." Details of the caselaw in this area
are outsidethe scopeof this program.

XI.

Licensing a trademark
If your client is licensing its trademark to a third party or licensing a
trademark from a third party it is important to have a written license
agreement. Although trademarklicenseshave many important provisions,
two are critical:
o

The "Grant of License" provision - the grant of license
should specify clearly whether the license granted is exclusive,
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exclusive for a specified field of use, or non-exclusive. If any
form of exclusive license is granted,if it is not intendedthat the
licensebe exclusiveas againstthe licensor,it is importantto so
specify.

The grant of an exclusive license, without more,

includes the licensor in the exclusivity. It is also important to
specify the territory in which the license is effective'
o

- A valid trademark license must give the
Quality control
licensor at least someright to control the quality of the goods or
services delivered under the mark. A license with no quality
control is called a "naked" license. Leaving out a quality
control provision risks invalidating the trademark. Extensive
quality control is not required,but there must be some'

A sample simple trademark license agreementis included as Exhibit 5'
It contains other key provisions that should be in a well-drafted trademark
license.

XII.

lnternetissues
The rise of the Intemet has required courts and legislaturesto face some
interesting new issuesthat trademarkuse on the Internet creates. Some of
the issuesare still awaiting resolution.

A. Domain names
lnternet domain names are primarily the "addresses"at which lnternet
web sites can be found, but they can also function as trademarks. When
the domain name is used to indicate the source of goods or services in
addition to functioning as a web site address, it is functioning as a
trademark and may be registered as a trademark.

For example

AMAZON.COM indicates not only the addressof an online bookseller,
but is also promoted and advertisedas the source of books and other goods
on the Internet. Accordingly, it is, and may be registeredas, a trademark.
Practitionersneedto apply this distinction when clearing new marks for
clients becausedomain names do not always function as trademarks or
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give their registrantstrademark rights. If a search report shows that the
proposed mark is already registered as a domain name in a particular
generic top level domain ("gTLD") or country code top level domain
("ccGLD"), but is not being used for a website that is related to the
client's proposedgoods or services,then it does not affect availability of
the mark, because it is not being used as a trademark to which the
proposed mark could be confusingly similar. If, however, the domain
your
n¿Ìmeis in use for a web site offering goods or services similar to
a
client's proposed goods or services,then it may be functioning as
trademark and needsto be consideredin assessingavailability.
Trademark issues concerning domain names also arise when third
parties register domain names that contain, or are similar to, existing
its
trademarks. If your client finds that a third party has registered
get the
trademark as a domain name in "bad faith" you may be able to
registrationcancelledor transferredto your client' The key fact is whether
the registration was made in bad faith (to keep it away from your client or
profit by selling it to our client, for example). If on the other hand, the
registrant has some legitimate interest in registering the domain n¿une,
your client may have to live with the situation. For, example, if your
client owns the mark NIGHTINGALE for mattresses,and the registrant of
nightingale.com contacts the company with an offer to sell the domain
name for $75,000,this is evidenceof bad faith. Onthe otherhand, if the
registrant is using the domain name for an informational website about
nightingales, he may have a legitimate interest in the name that would
defeat a bad faith claim.
If you conclude that your client is the victim of a bad faith domain
name registration, there are primarily two procedures available to try to
get control of the domain name.
o

uDRP Proceeding - ICANN, the otganization responsible
for overseeing the Internet domain name system' has
established a "Uniform Domain Name Dispute Resolution
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Policy'' ("UDRP"), which provides for an administrative
proceeding for trademark o\¡/nersto challenge domain names
It is essentially an arbitration to

registered by others.

determine,relatively inexpensively,whether the domain name
in question has been registeredin bad faith. Full information
concerning UDRP proceedingsis available on the Intemet at
www.icam.orgienludrp/.

The advantages of a UDRP

proceedingfor a trademark owner are its relative low cost and
that the arbitrator is unable to adjudicate or consider any
challengesto the trademark rights. The disadvantageis nonfinality. If the registrant loses,he or she can still bring a court
proceedingto challengethe owner's trademarkrights'
o

ACPA Action - As an altemative to proceeding under
IIDRP, a trademark owner may pursue a bad faith domain
name registrant in

a federal court action under the

Anticybersquatting consumer Protection Act, codified as
$ 43(d) of the LanhamAct, 15 U.S.C' $ 1125(d)' The ACPA
grants the owner of a distinctive or famous mark the right to
coÍtmence a civil action against a domain name registrant
who acted in bad faith and seeksto profit from the plaintiff s
mark by trafficking in a domain name containing, or
confusingly similar to that mark. See, e'g., Sporty's Farm
LLC v. Sportsman'sMlct.,Inc., 202 F.3d 489 (2d Cfu'),cert'
denied,530 u.s. 1262(2000) for an exampleof a successful
ACPA action.

B. Metatagsand Metadata
The Internet uses and transmits substantial non-visual information in
addition to the datathat generateswhat a web site visitor sees. This nonvisual information is referred to aS "metatags" oÍ "metadata."

For

example, a web site owner is able to include metatagsin a web site that
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among other things indicate the subject matter of the web site or other
information that the site owner wants to include. Search engines look at
the metatags to locate web sites responsive to users' search requests,
which are then displayedin the searchresults.
Trademarkscan be embeddedin metadata. Naturally, a website owner
selling or advertising trademarkedgoods or serviceswould want to put its
trademark and its goods or servicesin the metadataso that searchengines
will find the site and include it in the search results in responsesto
searchesfor that mark or those goods. It also might occur to a site owner
to put its competitors' trademarks in the metadata so that searchesfor
competitors' trademarks would include the website in the results. For
example,were they still rivals in the Internet age,MACY'S might want to
put GIMBELS in its website's metadata and vice versa. This use of
competitors' trademarks may give consumers useful information about
alternative sourcesof goods and servicesthey are looking for. It also may
confuse consumers by leading them to believe that the trademarked
products they are seeking aÍe available on sites that actually sell
competing products. Consumersmay learn the truth when they visit a site,
but they also may purchasefrom the site anyway. Have they been lured to
the site through initial interest confusion, explained above? Is use of a
competitor' s trademarkin metatagstrademarkinfringement?
In addition to metatagsof individual websites,banner ads, pop-up ads,
and keyword sales by search engines present opportunities to use
competitors' trademarks in metadata. For example, if a search engine
operator sells the keyword "Nike" to ADIDAS, then ADIDAS çaî arraîge
to have a bannerad, with a link to its website, appearon the screenwhen a
user inputs "Nike" for some purpose, such as performing a search,or for
the ADIDAS website to appearas a "sponsoredlink" in searchresults for
a search for "Nike."

It is often difficult to tell which search results are

"bona fide" and,whichare returnedas a result of "ke¡rword" associations'
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Pop-up ads work a little differently, but make similar use of metadata.
They are generatedby "free soffware" that the user downloads to his or
her computer, often without tealizing that the software also includes popup ad generation. The software monitors the user's Internet activity and
generatesa pop-up ad when triggered by use of a "keyword."

Thus,

FORD could purchaseBUICK as a keyword and cause a pop-up ad for
FORD to be generatedwhen the user was looking for information about
BUICK. There can be no doubt that more variations on the above usesof
trademarksas metadatawill emerge.
Courts are still wrestling with questions surrounding whether use of a
competitor's trademark in metadataot metatagsconstitutes infringement'
Case law is currently split. The dispositive issue that the courts have
gravitated toward is whether use of a trademark in unseen metadata
constitutes"use" of a trademark "in coÍlmerce" within the meaning of the
Lanham Act.
An early casein the Ninth Circuit overlooked that issue and found that
use of a competitor's trademark in website metatags infringed the
trademark because it caused initial interest confusion.

Brooffield

communications,Inc. v. WestCoastEntertainmentcorp., l74F.3d 1036,
1064 (9th Cir. 1999). The court analogizedmetataguse of a trademark to
erection of a physical billboard displaying the trademark:
Suppose [video store] West Coast's
competitor puts up a billboard on a highway
reading- "'West Coast Video: 2 miles ahead
Ws51 Coast is really
at Exit /"-wþs¡s
located at Exit 8 but Blockbuster is located
at Exit 7. Customers looking for West
Coast's store will pull of at Exit 7 and drive
aroundlooking for it. Unable to locate'West
Coast,but seeingthe Blockbuster store right
by the highway entrance,they may simply
rent there.
Accord, e.g.,Horphag ResearchLtd. v. Pellegrini, 337 F.3d 1036 (9thCir.
2003);Australian Gold, Inc. v. Hatfield, 436 F.3d 1228 (l}th Cir. 2006);
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Tdata,Inc. v. Aircraft Tech.Publishers,4ll F. Supp. 2d901 (S.D. ohio
2006). The Ninth Circuit treatedkeyrvord use of a trademark to generate
banner ads for a competitor's website as infringing under the Brooffield
rationale. Playboy Enters.,Inc. v. NetscapeCommunicøtionsCorp.,354
F.3d 102019'hcir. 2004).
In 2003, two district courts in Michigan and virginia held that use of
trademarks as metadata to trigger pop up ads did not constitute
infringement by the pop up ad company.

Wells Fargo & Co' v'

WhenLLcom,Inc., 293 F. Supp. 2d 734 (E.D. Mich. 2003); U-Haul Int'1,
Inc. v. Wen(J.com, Inc., 279 F. Supp. 2d 723 (E.D. Va. 2003)' The
rationale was that the defendantad company was not using the plaintiffs'
trademarks to identify its goods or services and so was not infringing.
However, the Southern District of New York disagreedand preliminarily
enjoinedWhenU.com. 1-800Contacts,Inc. v. WenU.com, Inc., 309 F.
Srpp. 2d 467 (S.D.N.Y.2003)(Batts,J.)
In 2005, the second circuit reversed. 1-800 contacts, Inc. v.
Inc. 414F.3d 400, 409 (2d Cit.), cert. denied,546 U'S' 1033
When(J.com,
(2005), holding that use of trademarkswithout any visual display of them
whatsoever did not constitute "use in commerce" within the meaning of
the Lanham Act and, hencewas not infünging. The court stated:
Utilization of a trademarkin away that does
not communicate it to the Public is
analogous to an individual's private
thoughts about a trademark. Such conduct
simply doesnot violate the Lanham Act.
The court purported to distinguish other casesdealing with keywords
and metatagsin contexts other than pop up ads, but expresslynoted that it
did not necessarily agÍeewith their holdings. District courts have been
interpreting the Second Circuit's decision to apply to all forms of use of
trademarks in unseen metadata. E.g., Rescuecomcorp. v. Google, Inc.,
456 F. Supp. 2d 393 (N.D.N.Y. 2006); Merck & co. v. Mediplan Health
Consulting, Inc. 425 F. Supp. 2d 402 (S.D.N.Y. 2006); Fragrancenet.com,
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Inc. v. Fragrancex.com,fnc.,2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 48373 (E.D'N'Y'
June 12, 2007). The Rescuecomcase,which involves a search engine's
keyword sales of plaintiffs trademark to plaintiffs

competitors, is on

appeal. It was arguedbefore the SecondCircuit in April, but has not yet
beendecided. It will be interestingto seeif the SecondCircuit adheresto
its view or changescourse.
Courts outside the Second Circuit fairly uniformly disagree with the
SecondCircuit's view that no trademark"use" is involved in metadatause
of trademarks. 8.g., GEICO v. Google, 330 F. Supp. 2d 700 (E.D' Va'
200$; Google Inc. v. Am. Btind & Wallpaper Factory, Inc., 2007 U'S'
Dist LEXIS 32450 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 18, 2007); Edina Realty, Inc. v'
TheMLSonline.com,80 U.S.P.Q. 1039 (D. Minn. 2006); 800-JR Cigar,
Inc. v. GoTo.com,Inc., 437 F. Supp' 2d 273 (D'N.J' 2006). Thus, today
metadata use of trademarks seems to be non-infringing in the Second
Circuit, but likely to be found infringing elsewhere, based on differing
views of the meaning of "use in commerce" under the Lanham Act.
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